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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will describe some of the recent exper-

imental measurements [1, 2, 3] performed at CESRTA [4],
and the supporting simulations, which probe the interac-
tion of the electron cloud with the stored beam. These
experiments have been done over a wide range of beam
energies, emittances, bunch currents, and fill patterns, to
gather sufficient information to be able to fully characterize
the beam-electron-cloud interaction and validate the simu-
lation programs. The range of beam conditions is chosen to
be as close as possible to those of the ILC damping ring, so
that the validated simulation programs can be used to pre-
dict the performance of these rings with regard to electron-
cloud-related phenomena.

Using the new simulation code Synrad3D to simulate
the synchrotron radiation environment, a vacuum chamber
design has been developed for the ILC damping ring which
achieves the required level of photoelectron suppression.
To determine the expected electron cloud density in the
ring, EC buildup simulations have been done based on the
simulated radiation environment and on the expected per-
formance of the ILC damping ring chamber mitigation pre-
scriptions. The expected density has been compared with
analytical estimates of the instability threshold, to verify
that the ILC damping ring vacuum chamber design is ade-
quate to suppress the electron cloud single-bunch head-tail
instability.

EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE AND
TECHNIQUES

The principal experimental methods [5, 6, 7] used to
study the dynamics of the beam in the presence of the elec-
tron cloud are:

• bunch-by-bunch tune measurements using one or
more gated BPM’s, in which a whole train of bunches
is coherently excited, or in which individual bunches
are excited;
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• bunch-by-bunch frequency spectral measurements of
self-excited bunch trains, using a high-sensitivity, fil-
tered and gated BPM, and a spectrum analyzer;

• bunch-by-bunch, turn-by-turn beam size measure-
ments of self-excited bunch trains, using an x-ray
beam size monitor [7]; and

• damping rate measurements of individual bunches in
trains excited in dipole and head-tail modes, using a
high-sensitivity, filtered and gated BPM, a spectrum
analyzer, a transverse kicker and an RF-cavity phase
modulator.

The last technique is still being developed, and will not be
discussed further in this paper. It can potentially be very
useful, since measurements of bunch-by-bunch damping
rates provide additional information on the nature of the
effective impedance of the cloud which cannot be obtained
in any other way.

COHERENT TUNE MEASUREMENTS
A large variety of coherent tune shift data have been

taken, covering a wide range of beam and machine con-
ditions. The contribution to the bunch-by-bunch tune shifts
from drift and dipole beamline elements have been com-
puted from the electric field gradients of the charge distri-
butions predicted by the electron cloud simulation codes.
The ringwide average tune shifts were then calculated by
taking a beta-weighted average of the field gradients per
beamline element, and compared with measurements.

Quite good agreement [8, 9, 10, 11] has been found
between the measurements and the computed tune shifts,
using either of the buildup codes POSINST [12] or
ECLOUD [13]. This agreement, which is found for the same
set of simulation parameters applied across a wide variety
of machine conditions, both constrains many of the model
parameters and gives confidence that the models do in fact
predict accurately the average density of the electron cloud
measured in CESRTA.

To help characterize the photoelectrons which seed the
cloud in CESRTA, and to allow accurate extrapolation to
other radiation environments, a new simulation program,
Synrad3D [14, 15], has been developed, which predicts
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Figure 1: Measured tune shifts (black points) vs. bunch number, for a train of 10 0.75 mA/bunch 5.3 GeV positron
bunches with 14 ns spacing, followed by witness bunches at various spacings. Left: horizontal, on an expanded scale.
Right, vertical. Red points are computed (using POSINST) based on direct radiation and an ad-hoc assumption about the
scattered photons. Blue points, which are in better agreement with the data, are computed using results from Synrad3D

as input to POSINST.

the distribution and energy of absorbed synchrotron radi-
ation photons around the ring, including specular and dif-
fuse scattering in three dimensions, using a detailed model
for the vacuum chamber geometry. The output from this
program can be used as input to the cloud buildup codes,
thereby eliminating the need for any ad-hoc assumptions
about the photon distributions. Tune shifts computed from
buildup simulations with input from Synrad3D agree well

with measurements (see Fig. 1).

INSTABILITY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENTS

Using a high-sensitivity, filtered and gated BPM, and a
spectrum analyzer, bunch-by-bunch frequency spectra have
been collected for a variety of machine and beam condi-
tions, to detect signals of single-bunch instabilities which
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Figure 2: Bunch-by-bunch power spectrum for a 30 bunch train of 0.75 mA/bunch positrons at 2 GeV, with a bunch
spacing of 14 ns.
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Figure 3: Bunch-by-bunch power spectrum: Left, detail at Horizontal betatron line. Right, detail at vertical betatron line.

develop along trains of positron bunches. The BPM but-
ton is located at about 45◦ above the bend plane, so it is
roughly equally sensitive to horizontal and vertical beam
motion. Under conditions in which the beam is self-excited
via the electron cloud, these frequency spectra exhibit ver-
tical m = ±1 head-tail (HT) lines, separated from the ver-
tical betatron line by approximately the synchrotron fre-
quency, for many of the bunches along the train. The am-
plitude of these lines typically (but not always) grows along
the train.

An example of a bunch-by-bunch power spectrum illus-
trating these features is presented in Fig. 2, which shows
the spectral power vs. frequency for each of the bunches
along the train. This figure, together with Fig. 3, Fig. 4,
Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 9 (red points), all correspond to
the same data set. For this data set, a bunch train of 30
bunches, with an average bunch current of 0.74 mA and a
bunch spacing of 14 ns, was observed. The beam energy
was 2.1 GeV. The horizontal and vertical betatron lines,
whose frequencies are labelled by Fh and Fv , respectively,

are prominent for all the bunches in the train. The vertical
betatron line grows along the train. The vertical m = ±1
head-tail (HT) lines, separated from the vertical betatron
line by approximately the synchrotron frequency, emerge
from the noise floor around bunch 15, and also grow in am-
plitude for later bunches.

Horizontal and vertical betatron lines
Fig. 3, left, shows the bunch-by-bunch power spectrum

near the horizontal betatron line. There is a major peak
which shifts up in frequency by about 4 kHz during the
bunch train. This shift is attributable to the electron cloud.
In addition, there is a lower amplitude “shoulder”, which
appears to be roughly constant in frequency during the
bunch train. This bifurcation of the horizontal line is at-
tributable to the dependence of the horizontal tune shift on
the mode of multi-bunch oscillation of the train. Similar
observations have been made at the SPS [16] and were an-
alyzed using a simple matrix model to describe the beam-
cloud interaction in dipoles.
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Figure 4: Left, horizontal and vertical peak power vs. bunch number; right, horizontal and vertical tune shifts vs. bunch
number.
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Figure 5: Average initial (i.e., before the “pinch”) elec-
tron cloud density vs. bunch number, comparison between
estimate from measured tune shifts (red), and simulation
(black) from POSINST.
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Figure 6: Vertical head tail lines, peak power vs. bunch
number. 2.1 GeV beam energy. Bunch current = 0.75 mA.
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Figure 7: Vertical head tail lines, peak power vs. bunch
number. 4 GeV beam energy. Bunch current = 1.1 mA.

Fig. 3, right, shows the bunch-by-bunch power spectrum
near the vertical betatron line. In this case, there is a shift
up in frequency of the major peak by about 2 kHz during
the bunch train, which is again attributable to the electron
cloud. In addition, there is a smaller peak at a higher fre-
quency, present even on the first bunch, which appears to
grow in amplitude and merge with the main peak near the
end of the bunch train. This structure in the vertical line is
not understood, but is likely to be a single-bunch effect.

The peak power in the horizontal and vertical lines, and
the tune shift of these lines along the train, is plotted vs
bunch number in Fig. 4. The electron cloud density near
the beam can be determined directly from the tune shifts
using the approximate relation

〈ρc〉 = γ
∆Qx + ∆Qy

re 〈β〉C
, (1)

in which 〈β〉 is the average beta function, C is the ring
circumference, γ is the beam Lorentz factor, and re is the
classical electron radius. Alternatively, the corresponding
density can be obtained from a simulation which is adjusted
to predict the measured tune shifts shown in the right plot
in Fig. 4. The cloud density vs. bunch number extracted
from the tune shifts is shown in Fig. 5.

Head-tail lines and instability threshold determi-
nation

We attribute the presence of the head-tail lines in Fig.
2 to a vertical head-tail instability induced by the electron
cloud. In Fig. 6, the peak power in these lines is plotted
vs. bunch number. By comparing this figure with the cloud
density-bunch number correlation shown in Fig. 5, we can
conclude that the onset of the HT lines occurs at a ring-
wide initial (i.e., before the “pinch”) beam-averaged cloud
density of around 8× 1011 m−3 for 2.1 GeV beam energy.

Using this same method, the head-tail line data shown in
Fig. 7 were used to establish that the corresponding thresh-
old density at 4 GeV is about 2× 1012 m−3.

Instability observations for the first bunch in the
train.

Under some conditions, the first bunch in the train also
exhibits head-tail lines.

In Fig. 8, the power spectrum of bunch 1 for data set
151 is shown (red trace). Note the presence of a prominent
m = −1 head-tail line. This line disappears for the sec-
ond bunch, and does not re-appear until much later in the
train (see Fig. 7). Moreover, beam size measurements (see
Fig. 10 (center and bottom plots), below) indicate that the
first bunch in the train is frequently larger in size than the
next few bunches.

One possible explanation for this observation is that
there is trapped cloud density near the beam, which per-
sists long after the train ends, that is sufficiently high, even
for the first bunch in the train, to induce spontaneous head-
tail motion. However, the interaction of the first bunch with
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Figure 8: Data set 151 and 153 : Power spectrum, bunch 1, compared. Both sets have the same chromaticity and
bunch current, but there is a precursor bunch present for data set 153, as described in the text. The lines labelled, for
example,“V+1” and “V-1” are shown at frequencies of ±fs from the vertical betatron line (“V”), in which fs is the
synchrotron frequency. For these data sets, fs = 20.7 kHz. The location of a machine resonance is also indicated.
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Figure 9: Vertical head-tail lines for electron and positron beams. Both data sets have the same chromaticity and bunch
current, but data set 166 was taken with a positron beam while data set 154 was taken with an electron beam.

this trapped cloud evidently destabilizes it, causing it to dis-
perse, so that bunch 2 does not suffer from spontaneous
head-tail motion.

Simulations and witness bunch tune measurements indi-
cate that the electron cloud lifetime in dipoles and drifts
is much shorter than one turn in CESRTA. Cloud den-



sity which persists for many turns may be due to trapped
cloud in quadrupoles and wigglers. RFA measurements
and simulations indicate this trapped cloud may be in the
quadrupoles [17] and wigglers [18].

To test this hypothesis, in data set 153, a 0.75 mA “pre-
cursor” bunch was placed 182 ns before bunch 1. Other-
wise, conditions were the same as for data set 151. The
spectrum of the first bunch for data set 153 is shown (blue
trace) in Fig. 8. Note that the lower head-tail line is now
absent. In addition, the structure seen on the upper edge of
the vertical betatron line in Fig. 8 is disappears.

Other observations
Other observations from systematic studies are:

• The onset of the HT lines depends strongly on the ver-
tical chromaticity, the beam current, the number of
bunches, and the bunch spacing.

• For a 45 bunch train, the HT lines have a maximum
power around bunch 30; the line power is reduced for
later bunches.

• There is a weak dependence of the onset of the HT
lines on the synchrotron tune, the single-bunch verti-
cal emittance, and the vertical feedback.

• Under identical conditions, HT lines also appear in
electron trains, but the onset is later in the train, de-
velops more slowly, and is much weaker, than for
positrons. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

• The HT line structure observed for the last bunch in
a 30 bunch train varies strongly as a function of the
current in that bunch. But the frequency of the ver-
tical betatron line of this bunch is only very weakly
dependent on the current in the bunch.

MEASUREMENTS OF EMITTANCE
GROWTH ALONG BUNCH TRAINS

Using an x-ray monitor [7], bunch-by-bunch beam po-
sition and size measurements have been made on a turn-
by-turn basis for positron beams. From the beam size mea-
surements, the evolution of the beam emittance along trains
of bunches has been measured.

Beam centroid motion and vertical emittance are ob-
served to grow along the train. The growth pattern is a
strong function of the bunch current (see Fig. 10). Often,
the first bunch in the train has an anomalously large size,
which correlates with of the observation of a vertical head-
tail line in the spectrum of this bunch, as discussed above.

In Fig. 11, the bunch-by-bunch beam size and rms mo-
tion are shown for a measurement with a 14 ns train, at
4 GeV, with 1.1 mA/bunch. The conditions for this mea-
surement are exactly the same as those for the bunch-by-
bunch frequency measurement whose head-tail line growth
is shown in Fig. 7. The m = 1 vertical head-tail line starts
growing at bunch 18 and peaks around bunch 22. Com-
paring with Fig. 11, the vertical emittance growth starts at

Figure 10: Bunch-by-bunch beam size and rms motion
at 14 ns spacing and 2.1 GeV. Top: bunch current 0.5
mA/bunch. Center: bunch current 1 mA/bunch. Bottom:
bunch current 1.3 mA/bunch.

bunch 17 and reaches a plateau around bunch 22. Thus the
onset and development along the train of the vertical head-
tail line is very similar to the onset and development along
the train of vertical emittance growth.

Other key observations are:

• The threshold for beam size growth along the train



Figure 11: Bunch-by-bunch beam size and rms motion at
14 ns, 4 GeV, with 1.1 mA/bunch.

is not very sensitive to the chromaticity or the bunch
spacing, although the maximum beam size along the
train is larger for a smaller chromaticity. This depen-
dence on the chromaticity is in contrast to the behav-
ior of the head-tail lines, which are quite sensitive to
chromaticity.

• Beam size growth along the train is also not very sen-
sitive to the initial beam size or the feedback gain.

COMPARISONS WITH ANALYTIC
ESTIMATES AND SIMULATIONS

Analytic estimates
The analytic theory discussed in [19] was used to esti-

mate the head-tail instability threshold in the coasting beam
approximation. In this model, the electron cloud density

corresponding to the instability threshold is given by

ρe,th =
2γνsχ√

3KQre 〈βy〉C
. (2)

in which νs is the synchrotron tune, K is the enhancement
factor of the cloud density due to the “pinch”, and Q is the
finite quality factor associated with the spread in electron
oscillation frequencies. χ is the phase angle of the electron
oscillation in the field of the bunch:

χ =
ωe,yσz
c

, (3)

where σz is the bunch length, and ωe,y is the frequency of
electron motion within the field of the bunch, which de-
pends on the bunch intensity and transverse size.

Guided by numerical simulations, K is approximated
as χ, and Q is taken to be the smaller of Qnl and χ, in
which the nonlinear resonator quality factor is estimated to
be Qnl ∼ 7.

With these assumptions, the threshold of the electron
cloud density for the instability becomes

ρe,th =
2γνs√

3Min(Qnl, χ)re 〈βy〉C
. (4)

Table 1 gives the key instability parameters for CESRTA at
2.1 and 4 GeV. At 2.1 GeV, the analytical estimate of the
threshold density, 1.3 × 1012 m−3, is about 60% higher
than the measured threshold of 8 × 1011 m−3. At 4 GeV,
the analytical estimate of the threshold density is 2.65 ×
1012 m−3, about 30% higher than the measured threshold
of 2× 1012 m−3.

Numerical simulations
Coherent emittance growth Numerical simulations

using PEHTS [20] have been done to refine the estimates

Table 1: Analytical estimates of EC instability thresholds

CESRTA 2.1 GeV CESRTA 4 GeV ILC DR (DTC04)
Circumference C (m) 768 768 3278
Energy E (GeV) 2.1 4.0 5.0
Bunch population N+ (×1010) 2 2 2
Emittance (εx (nm), εy (pm) ) (2.6, 20) (40, 177) (0.57, 2)
Momentum compaction α (×10−4) 68.0 63.0 3.3
Rms bunch length σz (mm) 10.5 17.2 6
Rms energy spread σE/E (×10−3) 0.81 0.93 1.09
Horizontal betatron tune νx 14.57 14.57 47.37
Vertical betatron tune νy 9.62 9.62 28.18
Synchrotron tune νs 0.065 0.041 0.031
Damping time τx,y (ms) 56.4 19.5 23.8
Average vertical beta function 〈βy〉 (m) 16 16 24
Electron frequency ωe/2π (GHz) 43 11.3 105.8
Phase angle χ 9.5 4.1 13.3
Threshold density ρe,th (×1012 m−3) 1.3 2.65 0.23
Tune shift at threshold ∆νx+y (×10−3) 10.7 11.6 5.1
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of the threshold density at 2 GeV. These simulations [19]
show both vertical emittance growth, and the presence of
head-tail lines in the beam’s dipole motion spectrum, above
the threshold density (see Fig. 12, left). The simulations
show that dipole feedback is not able to suppress the emit-
tance growth. The effects of dispersion, and a realistic lat-
tice with 83 beam-cloud interaction points, were also stud-
ied. The threshold densities found for the realistic lattice
(about 1.2× 1012 m−3, see Fig. 12, right) were about 50%
higher than the analytical estimates1.

Numerical simulations using CMAD [21, 22] were also
done for 2 GeV beam energy. These simulations use a re-
alistic lattice, with beam-cloud interaction points at every
lattice element. As with PEHTS, they show both vertical

1The beam parameters used for the simulations shown in Fig. 12 were
different than those presented in Table 1. For the parameters used for the
simulations, the analytical estimates were about 0.8× 1012 m−3.

emittance growth, and the presence of head-tail lines in the
beam’s dipole motion spectrum (see Fig. 13, left). For the
same cloud density above the head-tail threshold, CMAD
and PEHTS predict the same level of vertical emittance
growth after 500 turns, within a factor of 2 (see Fig. 13,
right).

Incoherent emittance growth For the realistic lattice,
PEHTS was also used to estimate incoherent emittance
growth below the head-tail threshold. At the electron-cloud
density 0.8×1012 m−3 for 2 GeV beam energy, the growth
rate of the beam size is about 1.9 × 10−4 µm/turn. This
is smaller than the radiation damping rate in CESRTA at
2 GeV, 4.6 × 10−5σy/turn. Assuming the electron cloud
growth rate is independent of beam size, the equilibrium
vertical beam size will increase by a factor of∼ 1.25 due to
sub-threshold incoherent emittance growth. Beam size in-



creases of this magnitude should be observable at CESRTA.
For example, the slow growth along the train seen in Fig. 10
(top), at a bunch current below the coherent instability
threshold, may be due to incoherent emittance growth. Ex-
perimental studies to look for such emittance growth are
planned for the future.

OUTLOOK FOR THE ILC
In Table 1, the third column shows the parameters of

the ILC positron damping ring, and provides an estimate
of the threshold for the electron-cloud-induced head-tail
instability, using the simple analytical formula which was
shown to give approximate agreement with measurements
at CESRTA. The estimated threshold, 2.3 × 1011 m−3, is
quite low, primarily because of the low momentum com-
paction. Thus, rigorous suppression of the electron cloud
will be required to achieve the design emittance in this ring.
This suppression is accomplished by

• Suppressing the primary photoelectrons which seed
the cloud, through the use of antechambers and pho-
ton stops; and

• Suppressing the secondary electrons which build up
the cloud near the beam, through the use of coat-
ings with a low secondary emission yield, solenoids,
grooves, and clearing electrodes.

The overall suppression is designed to reduce the electron
cloud density near the beam to a level which is well below
the instability threshold.

Photoelectron suppression
The recently developed code Synrad3D [14, 15] was

used to estimate the distribution of synchrotron radiation
photon absorption sites around the ring, which determines
the initial distribution of photoelectrons. The design vac-
uum chamber geometry, including all feature details such
as antechambers and photon stops, is used in the calcula-
tion. Both specular and diffuse scattering are included in
the simulation. For the scattering calculation, the surface
material is approximated as an aluminum surface with a
thin carbon coating2, and the surface roughness parame-
ters that were assumed (rms roughness 100 nm, transverse
correlation length 5000 nm) are representative of a typical
technical vacuum chamber. For these parameter, diffuse
scattering dominates over specular reflection.

The vacuum chamber design [23] is shown in Fig. 14.
The antechambers shown in this figure are designed to trap
most of the synchrotron radiation photons, thereby sup-
pressing the photons absorbed in the chamber itself. To
achieve the required level of suppression in the wiggler re-
gions, it was necessary to use an antechamber with a 20
mm gap. In the arc and dipole chambers, a 10 mm gap
was sufficient, but a 45◦ slope had to be introduced into

2The presence of this coating is suggested by X-ray scattering data
from a conditioned technical vacuum chamber surface.

the antechamber back walls, as shown in Fig. 14, to inhibit
scattering out of the antechamber.

The photon intensity distributions predicted by
Synrad3D for magnetic elements in one of the arcs of
the damping ring are shown in Fig. 15. The absence of
photons at zero and π radians are due to the antechambers.
The top-bottom asymmetry is due to the antechamber back
wall slope.

Secondary electron suppression

The vacuum chamber incorporates mitigation tech-
niques [24] in each magnetic field region to suppress the
buildup of the electron cloud in the vacuum chambers of
the ring. The mitigation methods were selected based on
the results of an intense experimental research effort at
CESRTA, KEKB and PEP-II. In the arc regions of the ring,
the 50-mm aperture vacuum chambers utilize TiN-coating
to suppress the secondary electron yield of the chambers.
In the dipoles, the electron cloud is further suppressed by
the use of longitudinal grooves on the top and bottom sur-
faces. In the wiggler region, a 46-mm aperture chamber uti-
lizes clearing electrodes to suppress growth of the cloud. In
the straights of the ring, the 50-mm aperture round vacuum
chamber is TiN-coated for secondary suppression. Drift re-
gions throughout the ring will employ solenoid windings to
further suppress cloud buildup near the beam.

Estimates of the ringwide electron cloud density

Using the photon distributions shown in Fig. 15, the
electron cloud buildup codes POSINST, ECLOUD and
CLOUDLAND have been used to estimate the equilibrium
electron cloud density buildup in different magnetic envi-
ronments in the ILC damping ring. In each environment,
the appropriate secondary electron mitigation technique, as
specified in Reference [24], has been assumed. The de-
tailed results are presented in Reference [25].

In the 91 m of wigglers, the clearing electrodes effec-
tively reduce the cloud density to a negligible level. Simi-
larly, the TiN coating and the solenoids in the drift regions
(total length∼2200 m) also suppress the cloud density near
the beam in these regions quite effectively. The average
cloud density within 20σ of the beam in the ∼450 m of
dipoles is 0.4 × 1011 m−3 (assuming no grooves). In the
∼450 m of arc and straight section quadrupoles and sex-
tupoles, the average cloud density within 20σ of the beam
is about 1.5 × 1011 m−3. The density in the quadrupoles
located in the wiggler regions is quite high (∼ 12 × 1011

m−3) but their length is only 18 m.
Overall, the ringwide average cloud density near the

beam is about 0.35 × 1011 m−3. This estimate is based
on simulations of dipole chambers without grooves, and so
it is an overestimate of the density. If the grooves reduced
the cloud density in the dipoles to zero, the ringside average
would fall to below 0.3× 1011 m−3.



Figure 14: Vacuum chamber designs for magnetic elements in the ILC damping ring. The upper part of the figures
correspond to the outer radius of the ring, when installed.

Comparison with the head-tail instability thresh-
old

From Table 1, the head-tail instability threshold is 2.3×
1011 m−3. For CESRTA, this simple formula overestimates
the threshold by up to 60%. Thus, the threshold may be
as low as ∼ 1.5 × 1011 m−3. This is still at least 4 times
larger than the estimated cloud density in the ring, if the
photon suppression and secondary electron mitigations per-
form as simulated. Thus, it appears that the ILC damping
ring should not suffer from an electron-cloud induced co-
herent instability. There may still be emittance growth due
to incoherent effects, however. It may be limited since the
cloud density is quite low. This is a subject that requires
additional study.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• The CESRTA research program has investigated the dy-

namics of trains of positron bunches in the presence
of the electron cloud through measurements of bunch-
by-bunch coherent tune shifts, frequency spectra, and
beam size.

• Coherent tune shifts have been compared with the pre-
dictions of cloud buildup models (augmented with a
new code, Synrad3D, to characterize the photoelec-
trons) in order to validate the buildup models and de-
termine their parameters.

• Frequency spectra have been used to determine the
threshold density above which signals for electron-
cloud-induced head-tail instabilities develop.
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Figure 15: Intensity distributions for absorbed photons in
one arc of the damping ring, averaged over three types of
magnetic environments. The average over the quadrupole
regions is shown in red. The average over the field-free
regions is shown in blue and the average over the dipole
regions is shown in black. The angle is defined to be zero
where the vacuum chamber intersects the bend plane on the
outside of the ring. The angle π/2 corresponds to the top
of the vacuum chamber.

• An X-ray beam size monitor has been used to deter-
mine the conditions under which beam size growth
occurs, and to correlate these observations with the
frequency spectral measurements.

• Simulation codes have been used to model the cloud-
induced head-tail instability. The predicted features
of the instability agree reasonably well with the mea-



surements.

• The success of the cloud buildup and head-tail insta-
bility codes in modeling the observations gives confi-
dence that these codes can be used to accurately pre-
dict the performance of future storage rings.

• For the ILC damping ring, an antechamber design has
been developed with the help of the Synrad3D photon
simulation.

• EC buildup simulations have been done based on the
ILC damping ring EC mitigation prescriptions.

• The expected ringwide average cloud density is
around 0.35 × 1011 m−3, dominated by cloud in the
quadrupoles and sextupoles.

• Based on simple analytic estimates and extrapola-
tion from CESRTA, the instability threshold in the ILC
damping ring should be 4-5 times higher than the ex-
pected ringwide average cloud density.

• Incoherent emittance growth for the ILC damping ring
has yet to be fully studied, but is expected to be small
because of the low ringwide average cloud density.
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